
 

 

This chapter is the analysis on a categorization of the cultural adjustment issues experienced by Yoon 

and analysis on the categories found using  the “U-curve” cutural adjustment theory. There will be 

discussions and explanations on cultural adjustment issues based on the texts and pictures of the three 

books of Yoon. 

4.1    Issues of Cultural Adjustment Experienced by the Character Yoon.  

4.1.1  First Book “My Name Is Yoon” (2003) 

 This book tells about Yoon’s prior days in her new place, United States. Her father tries to teach 

her to learn English. The first thing she must learn is to print her name in English. But Yoon does not like 

it.  

she says: 

 “my name looks happy in Korean. The symbols dance together.”  

“And in Korean my name means Shining Wisdom. I like the Korean way better” 

In these lines show that Yoon is facing her culture shock. Which is occurs when the anxienty and bad 

feelings come out while someone has to operates within a whole new cultural and social environment. 

She feels uncomfortable with her name in English. She talks about the meaning of her name in Korean , 

it means she feels that the real meaning of her identity “the shining wisdom” is lost. Eventhough her 

father tells her that her name is still the same, saying “remember, even when you write in English, it still 

means Shining Wisdom” , she still hates it.  

  

She says “everything was different here” means she is still can not move on from Korea, her heart ,soul 

,mind still fully belong to Korea.  
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Eventhough her father praise her for her hand writing still, she wrinkled her nose. Wrinkled nose shows 

an expression of disgust at something (Parvez, 2015). She feels disgust and does not like her parent’s 

request and compliment about writing her name in English.  

 

In the picture above, Yoon’s parents gesture shows they are teaching and telling Yoon, their only child 

about something serious. Shows from their facial expression. The background colour of the picture is 

orange, blue and black. It seems like the background of time is in the evening, while the whole family is 

just come home from their activity and talk to each other. But the evening in this picture does not show 

a beautifulness of the sunset or the peacefullness of the sea breeze, it shows shows a quiet and boring 

house. it is feels like sorrowness, anger, desparateness. Depicted what is deep burried in Yoon’s heart 

and mind. The feelings when she is being forced  to leave her identity and learn to be a whole new 

person.  

  

On her first day at school, she hear and learn a new word “cat”. She still struglle about writing her name 

in English. She finds a better way to write it, she writes cat instead of her name on her paper.  

The picture shows that all people in the class are Americans, shows from their blonde hair, skin and 

eyes. The background of place is dominated with darkness. It looks like the Yoon’s point of view. What 

she sees in the class while her teacher is teaching about cat. One of the girl in the class is keep watching 

Yoon shows from her eyes. The class feels boring and the girl surelly makes Yoon feels annoyed.  
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Yoon’s eyes in this black and white picture show an emptiness nothing is there. She wants to be a cat 

and hide in the corner shows she wants to be alone. Be really far away from strangers she meets in the 

class. She feels unsafe and lonely that makes her only want to be with her mother, no one else. “So you 

are a cat?” the teacher asks and frowned. After the school she tries to ask her father to go back to Korea 

but her father says “America is your home now”. It means there is no way to go back to Korea for Yoon. 

There is no choice, she has to stay and survive. While her father says “home” he means all they have is 

in America and Yoon has to like it whether it is good or not.  

  

She wants to be a bird and fly back to Korea. She knows that her parents will not bring her back to 

Korea, that makes her wants to go back eventhough she has to do it by herself. “I would fly to my nest”, 

the word “nest” is the most important thing for a bird. Wherever it go, it will come back to it’s nest. 

Yoon shows her love to her home, Korea as much as a bird love it’s nest. The background shows some 

trees, looks like a free place to live but still the black colour like a fog still covers every place. It shows a 

darkness and desparateness, it is like she can see broadly the environment around her but she can not 

move even an inch. There is a big wall cover everything out there.   

The next day Yoon writes “BIRD” on her paper instead of her name and gives a drawing of a red robin to 

her teacher and makes her teeacher smile.  
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As an immigrant children Yoon is longing to get accepted by her new environment. When she says “Yes, 

but at my school in Korea, I was my teacher’s favorite. I had many friends. Here I am all alone.” She feels 

in a situation that is completely different from what she has in Korea.  This feeling makes she feels that 

her effort to adapt is useless. Her journey in getting closer to her teacher and friends looks still far away. 

This means Yoon’s attempt to get out of her cultural shock phase looks so hard. Even when she tries to 

get into her adjustment phase, her feeling of desperateness pull her back into her culture shock phase. 

The picture shows Yoon’s cranky face. Her facial expression show her annoyance of the adaptation she 

has to do.  

  

The next day a girl approach Yoon and give her a cupcake, cupcake is a famous cake from  United States. 

It can be a symbol of Yoon’s introduction with one of American culture. Through the  girl’s action, Yoon’s 

expression changes. There is a smile on Yoon’s face. It is looks like there is a little of Yoon’s burden 

vanish from her shoulder. But still Yoon does not want to write her name in English, it is depicts that she 

still does not want to change her identity. She writes CUPCAKE instead of YOON in her paper.  

  

“I wanted to be CUPCAKE. The children would clap their hands when they saw me. They would be 

excited. “CUPCAKE!” they would say.”. This line shows that Yoon is longing to get accepted by her 

friends. She wants her friends like her like they love cupcake. Yoon’s expression is so happy in this 

picture, especially her face on the cupcake looks so happy while all of her friends looks excited about 

her. In her adjustment phase. Wants to be a cupcake is her way to express that she even willing to 

change into someone or something just to make her friends like her.     
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Finally Yoon passes her difficult time well enough after she feels her teacher likes her. Her culture shock 

phase end immediately after she feels someone is able to accept her around them and likes her. This 

feeling of acceptance makes Yoon feels able to living in America that shows that she is already in the 

adjustment phase. Finally she can continue to her next step, the harder adjustment phase. Learning 

everything more complicated about becoming an American. She says “Maybe America will be a good 

home” as a symbol that she is done with her culture shock phase and already starts her adjustment and 

mastery phase. The background of place while Yoon is having conversation with her parents is always in 

the dining room. It is because for Koreans, eating is an extremely social activity even Korean word of 

“family” means “those who eat together” (Park, 2017) for CNN.   

 

  

Finally Yoon is able to pass her adjustment stage. Now, she is understand her new identity and the new 

people’s around her reaction and response make her feels okay to become a new Yoon. Her line “Yes, I 

am Yoon” shows that she has new identity, she is now a Korean-American girl.  

  

 Now she understand that her name still means shining wisdom eventhough she writes it in English. It 

does not change her identity, it is just improves herself into someone who is able to adjust into her new 

environment. Now she has passed her adjusment phase and ready to learn everything more 

complicated about America.   

 

----------------------------------- BREAK – SAMPLE BY TRANSLATR ----------------------------------- 
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REVISION NOTES 

YANG TAK REPLACE ALL 

1. english – English 

2. korea – Korea 

3. yoon - Yoon  

4. america – America 

5. christmas – Christmas 

6. santa – Santa 

7. Christian 

8. Catholic 

9. hanbok - Hanbok  

 

SINGKATAN 

1. DEL – DELETE 

2. CAP – CAPITALIZATION GANTI HURUF BESAR 

 

SPASI DIBERIKAN SETELAH TANDA BACA, BUKAN SEBELUM TANDA BACA 

CONTOH  

SALAH – I like the candies , flower ,and sweets .she likes 

BENAR – I like the candies, flower, and sweets. She likes 
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